BYE BYE, BLUES w.m. Fred Hamm, Dave Bennett, Bert Lown, Chauncey Gray
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Bye, bye, blues, bye, bye, blues

Bells ring, birds sing

Sun is shining, no more pining

Just we two, smiling through

Don’t sigh, don’t cry

Bye, bye, blues.
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F          Db7     F          D7
Bye, bye, blues, bye, bye, blues

G7       C7
Bells ring, birds sing

F      Abdim  Gm7         C7       (or C7-5)
Sun is shining, no more pining

F          Db7     F          D7
Just we two, smiling through

G7       C7
Don’t sigh, don’t cry

F          Db7     F
Bye, bye, blues.